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What’s your business story for 2019? 
Just setting out? Consolidating and aiming to improve profitability? Changing direction with new products or targeting new markets? 
Getting ready for the eventual sale of your business? This exercise on business measures is designed to kickstart your thinking. 
Complete one of these two statements for your business aim in 2019. 

 
‘To   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Or 
 
‘This is the year when we ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Here are some of the most common business measures in the 5 key business areas.  
 
Finance 
Sales revenue 
Profitability (Net margin) 
Cashflow 
‘Spare’ funds to invest in the business 
Debtor days outstanding 

Sales 
Conversion rate - % of leads converted to customers 
Conversion timescales – from initial contact to conversion 
Sale value - per deal/transaction 
Number of sales/customer 
Number of new customers 
Customer retention rate 

Marketing 
Brand awareness 
Number of leads 
Types of leads 
Referral rates/no. of referrals 
Marketing spend to achieve goals 

Team 
Quality of work 
Output per team member 
Staff retention (and progression) 
Employee engagement 
 

Product development 
Number of products in development pipeline 
Time taken from concept to market 
Additional sales from new product 
Profitability of new products 
Customer satisfaction with price/value 

Operations (order taking, product delivery, customer service) 
Job or order turnaround time 
On time client delivery 
Customer satisfaction 
Complaint resolution 
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The right business measures help us to focus our energy, our activities and our financial investment. Consider which of the measures in 

the previous table relate most closely to your overarching business goal – ‘Your business story’ for 2019. 
 
Put each of your chosen measures in the table below, in the left column. Record where you are now in relation to each and develop 
measures for the 3 future targets. (Notes on the following page to explain each of these targets.) 
 
Business measures Now – Current status Future - Easy Future - Stretch Future - Strain 

Finance 
 
 
 
 

    

Product development 
 
 
 
 

    

Marketing 
 
 
 
 

 
 

   

Sales 
 
 
 
 

 
 

   

Operations 
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Business Measures 2019 Exercise 
 
This aim is to create specific measures because these will then help you decide on the activity to put in place to achieve your 
overarching business goals. For example, if one of your measures was an increase in profitability and you decided on a stretch goal of +30% 
your activities could include price increases, range rationalization, finding alternative suppliers or different ways to deliver your products. 
While this certainly isn’t the only way of business planning it’s a powerful exercise to challenge your thinking. 
 
Now – the process of understanding where you are now in relation to each measure can often highlight gaps or shortcomings in how you 
track, monitor and manage your business. Perhaps you need to start using an online finance system or CRM. However, initially a 
spreadsheet for finance, marketing and sales data can help you work out what information you want to capture. If you are already set up 
with systems, great!  Pull your starting point information from there.  
 
Future – Easy 
A future easy goal is one with relatively little effort required. You may already have contracts in place which secure the supply and 
profitability of business or you have identified how to secure them and simply need to execute the agreements. It may be that these goals 
relate to completing a project where you have done most of the hard work. Your measure may be an incremental change from ‘now’ or 
even managing a decline. Be cautious, however, that you haven’t become too complacent! 
 
Future – Stretch 
This level goal will challenge you to consider bringing in new resources and ‘doing things differently’. It should be motivating, energizing 
and appealing – and, possibly, a little scarey! The measures you decide upon will reflect this stretch. Remember that you are only 
forecasting one year on so may need to factor in gradual progress against your stretch goal. 
 
Future - Strain 
A strain goal, as the word suggests, will be very demanding. You may not yet have the knowledge, the finance, the skills or other resources 
to deliver it. The reason for including it here is to challenge your thinking through this process. Are you aiming too far beyond your current 
capabilities? Would it be useful to break the goal down into smaller components and tackle one element of it first – for example, the 
knowledge element or the skills, rather than the whole project? 
 

How…. 
How you then go about achieving the goal you have just set measures for is an even bigger topic!  I work one to one and in small 
mastermind groups with businesses to create the plan and to keep them on track. Get in touch if you would like to find out how that could 
work for you and your business.  Let me know how you get on!    Grainne 
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